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Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to apply for the position of Project Manager at your company. My name is Babadr Ahmed Saleh Salem
Babadr from Saudi Arabia. I Graduated from Multimedia University in Cyberjaya, Malaysia on March 2015 with
Bachelor Degree in Information Technology (Software Engineering).
I worked at (Tawseel) Al-Hamam Al-Zajel for Information Technology Company as Managing Director. Tawseel is
On-demand delivery platform that matches clients who have items to ship with freelance drivers available to deliver parcels,
packages, food, etc. . I was Responsible and playing multiple roles since we established Tawseel Startup with small team
members. I was involved on developing the system since Tawseel was a research project in Makkah Techno Valley
Company. Additionally I was leader and involved on Operations Marketing , Finance and Customer Support teams. Mainly
I was responsible for System Analytics reports and managing the team and handing the Regulatory Documents.
I am proficient in Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), Agile Software Development , Google Firebase, Java,
XML, C#, ASP.NET, HTML, CSS, PHP, MySQL, MsSQL JavaScript and Unified Modeling Language (UML). I am
eager to be given a full-time role where I can gain further knowledge and experience. I also have a knowledge of AWS ,
Google Cloud, Java Design Patterns, , C++, SQLite, MySQL, Web Services and PhoneGap (Cordova) .
I have earned Microsoft Technology Associate Web Development Fundamentals using ASP.NET & C# Certificate.
Moreover, I have worked with TapWay in Malaysia on their project Eventgelist that is Android App using Near Field
Communication (NFC) Technology and its Cloud-based Solution. Additionally, I have designed and programmed various
Android applications and published to Google play store (Developer ID: ahmadssb). In my final year project I have
designed and programmed an E-Learning Application for Kids named "Let's Learn Arabic" for Android Platform using
Java and XML where I am used Socket Technology to connect two devices together within the same local area network in
order to play games together at real-time. Moreover, I have participate and won First-Place Award with my Android project
"LET'S LEARN ARABIC" in “Technical Initiatives to Serve Arabic Language” competition that arranged by
Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission in Malaysia.
I have published multiple application which you can browse them from my online resume, which I strongly suggest that
you check it out. It includes all necessary documents and photos of my works with smooth display effects using (HTML CSS - JavaScript - Jquery - LightBox).
My Resume Link:
http://ahmed-babadr.com
I am highly motivated and enthusiastic, hardworking always with excellent attention to detail. I am enclosing my resume for
your consideration and would appreciate it if we could arrange a mutually convenient time to meet to discuss this opportunity
further.
You are welcome to contact me through my email address me@ahmed-babadr.com or my mobile phone +966591188897
if I am granted for an interview.
Thank you for your time and consideration and I am looking forward to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Saleh Salem Babadr

